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In 2003 New Jersey enacted its version of the Uniform
Arbitration Act, replacing its nearly century-old arbitration
statute. Like its predecessor and the Federal Arbitration Act
(FAA), the 2003 law lists several grounds on which a court may
vacate an arbitration award, all of which, generally speaking,
go to the arbitration process and not to the merits of the arbi-
trator’s factual findings or legal conclusions.

Thus, nothing in the statute expressly allows a court to
vacate an arbitration award because of an arbitrator’s legal
error or unsupported factual findings. The 2003 act, however,
permits the parties to an arbitration agreement to expand the
grounds listed in the statute for vacating an arbitration award.
As a result, for example, the parties may agree that an arbitra-

tion award may be vacated for legal error or poor fact-finding,
even though those grounds are not set forth in the statute.

Last term, in Hall Street Assocs. LLC v. Mattel, Inc., 552 U.S.
__, the U.S. Supreme Court held that the FAA does not allow
judicial enforcement of agreements to expand the grounds for
vacating an arbitrator’s award beyond those listed in the FAA.
Consequently, courts acting under the FAA may not vacate an
award because the arbitrator’s factual findings were unsup-
ported or her legal reasoning unsound, even though the par-
ties agreed such errors would justify vacating the award.

Hall Street also recognized, however, that “[t]he FAA is not
the only way into court for parties wanting review of arbitra-
tion awards” and that “state statutory or common law” are
alternative regimes for reviewing arbitration awards. Since
New Jersey’s arbitration statute expressly protects agreements
to expand the scope of a court’s review of an award, litigants
here still may be able to enforce such agreements. But Hall
Street’s interpretation of the FAA creates impediments for the
vindication of the right under New Jersey law to agree to
expanded judicial review of arbitration awards. This article

will discuss some of those impediments and how they may be
overcome.

Pre-emption
The first question is whether the New Jersey statute is pre-

empted to the extent it allows expanded judicial review of arbi-
tration awards. A state law is pre-empted by federal law “where
state law stands as an obstacle to the accomplishment and exe-
cution of the full purposes and objectives of Congress.”
Sprietsma v. Mercury Marine, 537 U.S. 51. Section 2 of the FAA,
providing that arbitration agreements are as enforceable as any
other contract, has been found to “declare a national policy
favoring arbitration” and thus pre-empts any state law that
“undercut[s] the enforceability of arbitration agreements.”

Preston v. Ferrer, 522 U.S. ___.
There is, however, no similarly

clear direction concerning the
FAA’s pre-emption of state law
concerning the standards for
reviewing arbitration awards. Prior
to Hall Street, some commentators
believed that if the Supreme Court
ultimately rules — as it did in Hall
Street — that the FAA’s vacatur
grounds cannot be expanded by
agreement, then the FAA’s pre-
emption of conflicting state laws

“would be certain.” National Conference of Commissioners on
Uniform State Laws, Uniform Arbitration Act.

At first blush, it would seem the Hall Street court surprised
such commentators by specifically mentioning “state statutory
or common law” as alternative regimes for reviewing awards,
thus implying that conflicting state laws are not pre-empted.
But a thorough reading of Hall Street calls that conclusion into
doubt. First, the Hall Street court added an ambiguous caveat
when discussing state statutory law as a possible alternative
regime for reviewing arbitration awards: “The FAA is not the
only way into court for parties wanting review of arbitration
awards, stating: they may contemplate enforcement under
state statutory or common law, for example, where judicial
review of different scope is arguable.” (Emphasis supplied).

Meaning unclear
It is unclear exactly what the court meant by “arguable” in

the last clause. Was the court merely recognizing that certain
states have legislation that “arguably” can be read to permit
expanded judicial review? Or was the court saying that state
laws permitting expanded judicial review are “arguably”
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enforceable, thus leaving open the possibility that such laws are
pre-empted? 

In any event, the very next sentence of the Hall Street opin-
ion leaves no doubt the court kept its options wide open about
how it would treat a state law allowing for expanded judicial
review of arbitration awards: “But here we speak only to the
scope of the expeditious judicial review under §9, 10, and 11
[of the FAA], deciding nothing about other possible avenues
for judicial enforcement of arbitration awards.”

Elsewhere in Hall Street the court seemed intent on laying
the groundwork for finding pre-emption of conflicting state
laws. For instance, although not apparently necessary to its
decision, the court stated that the FAA provisions relating to
judicial review of arbitration awards “substantiate a national
policy favoring arbitration with just the limited review needed
to maintain arbitration’s essential virtue of resolving disputes
straightaway.”

The court’s declaration of a “national policy” favoring lim-
ited review over arbitration awards is reminiscent of its decla-
ration of a “national policy favoring arbitration,” which
animates the court’s numerous decisions recognizing that the
FAA pre-empts state laws undercutting the enforceability of
arbitration agreements. If expanded judicial review were to
make the arbitration process “more cumbersome and time-
consuming” — as the Hall Street court suggests it would — it
is not much of a leap to find that state laws permitting such
expanded reviews contravene the “national policy” of resolving
arbitrable disputes “straightaway” and are therefore pre-
empted. Only time will tell. To date, the only court to address
the pre-emption issue is the California Supreme Court, which
found no preemption. Cable Connection, Inc. v. DirectTV, Inc.,
2008 Cal. Lexis 10354.

Choice-of-law clause
One way to avoid the possibly pre-emptive effect of the

FAA’s vacatur standards is through a choice-of-law clause
which selects state law for the judicial review of an arbitration
award. In Volt Info. Scis., Inc. v. Board of Trustees of Leland
Stanford Junior Univ., 489 U.S. 468, the Supreme Court — rec-
ognizing that “parties to an arbitration agreement should be at
liberty to choose the terms under which they will arbitrate” —
held that where “parties have agreed to abide by state rules of
arbitration, enforcing those rules according to the terms of the
agreement is fully consistent with the goals of the FAA, even if
the result is that arbitration is stayed where the act would oth-
erwise permit it to go forward.”

Based on the court’s reasoning in Volt, parties who want to
expand the scope of judicial review may avoid having their
desires pre-empted by federal law by including an appropriate
choice-of-law clause in their arbitration agreement. To ensure
the clause is applied to issues relating to the judicial review of
an arbitration award, the clause should expressly choose New
Jersey law as providing the standards for confirming, modify-
ing or vacating awards. A generic choice-of-law clause runs the
risk of being interpreted as selecting only New Jersey’s sub-
stantive law and not its law relating to the enforcement of arbi-
tration awards.

Notwithstanding the court’s strong language in Volt, there is a
risk Volt may not be read broadly enough to protect a choice-of-
law clause. The Volt majority made much of the fact that the
California arbitration regime selected through the agreement’s
choice-of-law clause “generally foster[ed] the federal policy
favoring arbitration” and did not “undermine the goals and poli-
cies of the FAA.” As discussed above, however, state laws allowing
for expanded judicial review of arbitration may plausibly be seen
as frustrating the recently declared “national policy” favoring
limited review of arbitration awards. Thus, even with Volt on the
books, a New Jersey choice-of-law clause may not save New
Jersey law from pre-emption to the extent it allows litigants to
agree to an expanded judicial review of arbitration awards.

Federal jurisdiction
Even if it is ultimately determined that the FAA does not

pre-empt state law permitting expanded judicial review of
arbitration awards, a litigant seeking to enforce its contractual
right to such expanded review may be frustrated in its efforts
to do so if the parties to the arbitration are citizens of different
states or if there is another basis for federal court jurisdiction.
If federal court jurisdiction exists, the vacatur proceeding
likely will end up in federal court because the prevailing party
almost surely will remove any state-court vacatur action to fed-
eral court.

If the matter ends up in federal court, it will be required to
apply any constitutionally appropriate federal legislation that
covers an issue before the court. Inasmuch as the FAA regulates
only arbitration agreements affecting interstate commerce, the
FAA clearly is within Congress’ constitutional authority and
therefore must be enforced by federal courts. Consequently, in
a federal proceeding to confirm or vacate an arbitration award,
the vacatur standards of the FAA will govern so long as the
underlying arbitration agreement affects interstate commerce.

Again, application of the FAA’s vacatur standards might be
avoided if there is a well-crafted choice-of-law clause selecting
the application of state law. Although the Volt court was
reviewing a state court proceeding and thus was not presented
with the issue of what law a federal court should apply when
the parties have chosen a particular state’s law, the
Mastrobuono court, which was sitting in review of district
court proceedings, clearly indicated the Volt court’s admoni-
tion to respect choice-of-law provisions in arbitration agree-
ments applies as well in federal court proceedings. Thus, a
well-crafted choice-of-law clause may allow a federal court to
adopt state law standards for vacating arbitration awards even
if they are contrary to the FAA.

So, even though the New Jersey legislature saw fit to preserve
the right of parties to an arbitration agreement to agree to
expanded judicial review of arbitration awards, the Supreme
Court’s Hall Street decision creates a number of potential
obstacles to enforcing that right. The best — though not fool-
proof — way to ensure that an agreement for expanded judi-
cial review is enforced is to put into the arbitration agreement
a choice-of-law clause selecting New Jersey law as the body of
law to be used when determining whether an arbitration
award should be confirmed, vacated or modified.


